Fuzzy structure generation: a new efficient tool for Computer-Aided Structure Elucidation (CASE).
Contemporary Computer-Aided Structure Elucidation (CASE) systems are heavily based on the utilization of 2D NMR spectra. The utilization of HMBC/GHMBC and COSY/GCOSY correlations generally assumes that these correlations result from (2-3)JCH and (2-3)JHH spin-spin couplings, respectively, and consequently these values are used as the default setting in these systems. Our previous studies1,2 have shown that about half of the problems studied actually contain some correlations of 4-6 bonds, so-called "nonstandard" correlations. In such cases the initial 2D NMR data are contradictory, and the correct solution is therefore not directly attainable. Unfortunately nonstandard correlations and the number of intervening bonds usually cannot be identified experimentally. In this work we suggest a new approach that we term Fuzzy Structure Generation. This allows the solution of structural problems whose 2D NMR data contain an unknown number of nonstandard correlations having different and unknown lengths. Suggested methods for the application of Fuzzy Structure Generation are described, and their application is illustrated by a series of real-world examples. We conclude that Fuzzy Structure Generation is efficient, and there is no real alternative at present in terms of a universal practical method for the structure elucidation of organic molecules from 2D NMR data.